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Being Yourself
 
Be who you are
Do what you like
Like what you do
Love yourself
Believe yourself
And be confident always
Be optimistic on the way of life
Inspire yourself
Motivate yourself
Know yourself and your importance
Give value to yourself
Appreciate your work and thoughts of mind
Because you are one of a kind.
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Delightful Blossom
 
Nature`s beautiful ornaments are flowers
They are colourful
Makes us delightful
Tenderness of soft petals
Fills our lives with colours of rainbow
Makes us know the deep meaning of love
And how to handle something with care
Buds later on blooms
Decorating the landscape of earth
which makes us feel awesome.
Fragrance of flower with the breeze blowing pleases us
And makes the weather charming.
Beauty of flower is awesome, fantastic, wonderful, beautiful....
Words are limited
But the beauty of flower is not...
Its beauty cannot be defined in words
it can just be felt.
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Have A Nice Day
 
Day starts with rising of sun,
Start your day having lots of fun.
Birds chirping on the trees,
Calm and fresh is the blowing breeze.
The green leaves on trees are fresh and delightful,
The colourful flowers are really very beautiful.
Birds are happy and flying high,
In the bright, blue, open and wide sky.
Dews are there on the grassland,
Making the weather wonderful and grand.
At last I only want to say,
Wish you have a very nice day.
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New Year Pleasure
 
The first day of new year,
Is back again here.
To fill our lives with glee and pleasure,
A lot of happiness we can`t measure.
We can celebrate new year in a mall,
Or we can celebrate it in a big hall.
We must work hard in this new year,
So that later we too can cheer.
We must have a new year resolution,
Which may start a new revolution.
You can have a good new year call,
But don`t forget to do good to all.
Wish new year to all your guest,
And have a new year at its best.
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Trust The Trust
 
Trust is not expressed by words
It is expressed by emotions
Trust is the wind of happiness
That blows away all the sadness
It is the pearl of kindness
That is found in the deep ocean of care
It is the rainbow of selfless love
Which fills the sky of relationship with beautiful colours
It is the season of spring
When it is there the buds of love blooms with delight
So trust yourself
Trust others
You will be able to trust your relationship.
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You Are The One
 
You are the one
Who gives delightful happiness
you are the one
who is the light in darkness.
you make the world
a better place to live in
You beautify it the way one has never seen.
You are my love
you are my life
My life is dedicated to you
And you are mine.
our love life is simple
`when we met we knew nothing about each other
but now there is nothing we don`t know about each other`.
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